Enrollment Planning Service (EPS)

Enrollment Planning Service is an analysis and reporting service that enables admission professionals to better understand the student market and the lists they license with Student Search Service™.

Includes

- Context on domestic and international College Board test takers for global strategy
- Unlimited access for all your admissions or enrollment representatives
- Comprehensive high school directory, including data fields on HS Setting and HS Type
- Research reports and white papers, including demographic reports on WICHE HS projections across the U.S.

Visit cbsearch.collegeboard.org for more information.
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Leverage EPS to grow and refine your recruitment strategies in College Board Search:

- See past market share in a myriad of geographic options to identify current opportunities and expand Search in a data-driven way based on existing recognition of your SAT® or AP® score senders.
- Leverage competitor reports to see where similar institutions may be attracting more students in a target geography to broaden your name licensing using common peer traits.
- Research trends by numerous benchmarks related to your niche offerings or institutional mission to identify new markets in Search.
- Study criteria unique to EPS such as student mobility to identify areas where students are likely to go out of state for college to expand markets.
- Analyze the regionality, nuances, and past score sender reach of Segment Analysis clusters to apply in Search strategy (if using EPS with SAS).

Use EPS to enhance your travel planning and high school counselor outreach:

- Query the system by proximity to an event or college fair to find a full list (including detailed profile reports) of high schools by past market share or traits such as student mobility or major trends.
- Build an entirely new market strategy for a new counselor, regional representative, or alumni recruiter by analyzing your own score sender data and competitor institutions to create a high school list for digital marketing, visits, and counselor fly-ins/events.
- Learn about students and their school through EPS’ proprietary summary detail reports that include insights around academics, major interest, income levels, common competitors, AP participation, and more.
- Empower your admissions team to learn the art of data-driven recruitment strategy by providing access for all territory managers to run reports and develop recommendations to enhance their travel plans and follow-up for better application conversion.
- Involve others on campus! EPS access is unlimited across the institution so you can provide logins to IR, faculty, coaches, or other stakeholders who might find value in the database and help you to identify strategy related to their areas of focus.

Questions? Reach out to your College Board representative to further explore EPS and for additional ideas based on your goals. Email collegeboardsearch@collegeboard.org for more information.